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ON BOUNDARIES OF MODULI SPACES OF NON-SINGULAR

CUBIC SURFACES WITH STAR POINTS

Nguyen Chanh Tu

Abstract

Let P19 be the parametrizing space of cubic surfaces in P3. Let M be the moduli

space of non-singular cubic surfaces and M be a suitable compactification. We study

components of boundaries of the relative subspaces of non-singular cubic surfaces with

star points in P19 and in M.

1. Introduction

1.1. Let P19 be the parametrizing space of cubic surfaces in P3
k , where k is

an algebraically closed field with characteristic 0. A hyperplane is called a tri-
tangent plane with respect to a given cubic surface X if the intersection consists of
lines. A star point of X is a common point of all lines of the intersection of a tri-
tangent plane and X . If a smooth cubic surface X has a star point then the cor-
responding hyperplane intersection consists of 3 distinct lines. This triple of lines
is called a star triple. We denote Hs for the subset of P19 corresponding to non-
singular cubic surfaces with at least s star points. For each Hs, there is a decom-

position into irreducible components H
ðrÞ
s where each H

ðrÞ
s in fact, corresponds

to cubic surfaces generically containing exactly r star points. Definitions of all
H

ðrÞ
s together results on their irreducibility, dimensions and inclusion relationships

could be found in [12] or [13].

1.2. We consider the action of PGLð4Þ on P19. Let f : ðP19Þss ! M be
the quotient space with respect to the action of PGLð4Þ on P19, where ðP19Þss is
the subset of semi-stable points in the sense of geometric invariant theory (see [8],
[9] or [11]). Let M :¼ PGLð4ÞnðP19 � DÞ, where D is the locus of singular cubic
surfaces in P19. In fact, the space M is projective, and M is the coarse moduli
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space of non-singular cubic surfaces (see [9], [10] or Section 3.2 of [13] for proofs).
The space M is a compactification of M. Let N :¼ PGLð4ÞnðP19Þs, where ðP19Þs
is the subset of stable points.

Let ðDÞss ¼ ðP19Þss VD. We denote by DH
ðrÞ
s the intersection of the closure

of H
ðrÞ
s with ðDÞss, which is called the boundary of H

ðrÞ
s in ðP19Þ ss. The corre-

sponding space fðDHðrÞ
s Þ is called the boundary of H

ðrÞ
s in M.

1.3. We denote by iA1 jA2 the subset of P19 corresponding to irreducible
cubic surfaces with exactly i singular points of type A1 and j singular points of
type A2. We refer to [1] and [2] or to [4] for general definitions of types of
singularities. We use jA2 and iA1 instead of 0A1 jA2 and iA10A2 respec-
tively. In fact, we have 2i þ 3ja 9, ia 4 and ði; jÞ0 ð3; 1Þ. It is well-known
that ðP19Þss (respectively ðP19Þs) consists of P19 � D and all of iA1 jA2 (respec-
tively iA1) (see [9], p. 51 or [13], 3.2.14 for a proof ). We use the notation
iA1 jA2 for the closure of iA1 jA2 in ðP19Þss.

1.4. A singular, semi-stable cubic surface can be given by a polynomial in
the following form:

F ¼ x3 f2ðx0; x1; x2Þ þ f3ðx0; x1; x2Þ;

where fi for i ¼ 1; 2 is a homogeneous polynomial of degree i and the point
ð0 : 0 : 0 : 1Þ is a singular point. The type of singularity of the surface is char-
acterized by rankð f2Þ and the configuration of points in VP2ð f2; f3Þ (see [4] for
details). A closed subscheme in P2 of dimension 0 and of length 6 is called a
6-point scheme. Note that VP2ð f2; f3Þ is a 6-point scheme with special config-
urations. Conversely, let P be a 6-point scheme in P2 with one of such con-
figurations. Let LP be the linear space of cubic forms in P2 containing P.
Then LP has linear dimension 4. Let f f1; . . . ; f4g be a basis of LP. Consider
the morphism

c: P2 �P ! P3

P 7! ð f1ðPÞ : f2ðPÞ : f3ðPÞ : f4ðPÞÞ:

Let X be the closure of the image of c. Then X is a semi-stable cubic surface.
The surface X is determined uniquely by P up to projective transformations.
The surface X is called the csurface of P. In the case P consists of 6 points in
general position, the surface X is nothing but the blowing-up of P2 at the 6
points. We denote cðPÞ for the formal cycle of a given 6-point scheme P.
We denote Sij for the two-dimensional linear subspace consisting of all cubic
forms factoring into the linear form defining lij ¼ PiPj and quadratic form passing
through P� fPi;Pjg. This subspace determines uniquely a line on X which is
denoted by ~llij . The line ~llij is the closure of the image of lij � fPi;Pjg. Similarly,
we denote SPi

for the two-dimensional linear subspace consisting of cubic forms
singular at Pi. This determines uniquely a line on X which we denote by ~PPi.
Also SCi

is denoted for the two-dimensional linear subspace consisting of all
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cubic forms factoring into the quadratic form defining the conic Ci through
fP1; . . . ;P6g � fPig and linear form vanishing at Pi. This subspace determines

uniquely a line on X , which is denoted by ~CCi. The line ~CCi is nothing but the
closure of the image of Ci � fP1;P2;P3g.

We complete this section with two well-known results.

Lemma 1.1. The subsets iA1 jA2 are irreducible in P19.

Proof. This follows from [3]. Also see [13], 3.4.1. r

Lemma 1.2. Let x; y A ðP19Þss such that the corresponding cubic surfaces con-
tain one singular point of type A2. Let f : ðP19Þss ! M be the quotient space.
Then fðxÞ ¼ fðyÞ. Consequently, the set M �N consists of the singleton s, which
is the image of all non-stable points.

Remark 1.3. This was pointed out (without proof ) in the introduction part
of [10]. The reader could find a proof in [13], 3.4.2, which is formulated from a
suggestion of Prof. Dr. E. Looijenga.

2. On the boundary of H1

Recall that H1 is the subvariety of P19 � D parameterizing all cubic surfaces
with at least one star point. The subset H1 is irreducible of codimension 1 (see
[12], p. 288).

A surface X corresponding to a point in 2A1 has exactly 16 lines. There is
one line on X containing two singular points and the unique star point of X .
See [13], p. 71 for the configuration of 16 lines of X .

Proposition 2.1. The subset 2A1 is contained in the closure of H1. Con-
sequently, the subset 2A1 is a component of DðH1Þ. Moreover, the star point of
2A1 is the specialization position of star points on surfaces corresponding to points
in H1.

Proof. Let x A 2A1. From [4] or [13], p. 71, we see that the corresponding
cubic surface Xx is isomorphic to the csurface of a 6-point scheme Q ¼

P6
i¼1 Qi

where 3 points Q2;Q3;Q6 lie on a line l1; three points Q4;Q5;Q6 lie on another
line l2; no 3 of the five points Q1; . . . ;Q5 are collinear (Figure 1).

Let Pt be a moving point on the line d ¼ Q1Q6. At a general position of Pt

on d, the 6-point scheme Pt ¼
P6

i¼1 Pi where Pi ¼ Qi for 1a ia 5 and P6 ¼ Pt,
gives a non-singular cubic surface with at least one star point. Except for a
finite number of positions, when Pt moves on the line d, we have a family in H1.
This implies that x lies on the closure of H1. Moreover, we see that the section
of star points over the family is defined by the tritangent planes Ht ¼ ð~ll23; ~ll45; ~ll16Þ.
In the specialization position, the linear subspaces S23;S45;SC1

and SQ6
coincide.

This means that ~QQ6 is the line connecting the 2 singular points and the section
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of tritangent planes Ht contains the triple ð2 ~QQ1;
~ll16Þ. This implies the last con-

clusion. r

Recall that each surface corresponding to a point in A2 has exactly 15 lines
([4], p. 255). Moreover, any singular point of type A2 is a star point ([13],
p. 82).

Proposition 2.2. Any x A A2 lies on the closure of H1. Consequently, the
subset A2 is a component of DðH1Þ. Moreover, the A2 singularity of Xx, as a star
point, is the specialization position of star points on surfaces corresponding to points
in H1.

Proof. Let Q be a 6-point scheme where cðQÞ ¼ 2Q1 þ
P5

i¼2 Qi, such that
three points Q1;Q2;Q3 are contained in a line l; the direction at double point 2Q1

does not contain any Qi for i ¼ 2; 3; 4; 5; the four points Q1;Q2;Q4;Q5 as well as
4 points Q1;Q3;Q4;Q5 are in general position (Figure 2, (a)). We know that
([13], p. 73 and p. 86), the csurface of P is isomorphic to a cubic surface with
exactly one A2 singularity.

Let x A A2. The surface Xx is isomorphic to the csurface of a 6-point

scheme Q where cðQÞ ¼ 2Q1 þ
P5

i¼2 Qi described as above.
Let O be the intersection point of l and Q4Q5. Let d be the direction at the

double point 2Q1. Let m be a fixed line which contains Q3 and does not contain
any other point in fQ1; . . . ;Q5g. Let ðP6;P3Þ be a pair of moving points where
P6 A d and P3 A m such that P3P6 contains O. It is clear that, except for a finite
number of positions, when moving ðP6;P3Þ, the csurfaces of 6-point schemes
P ¼

P6
i¼1 Pi, where Pi ¼ Qi for i A f1; 2; 4; 5g, are isomorphic to non-singular

cubic surfaces with at least one star point. This defines a family in H1. When
ðP6;P3Þ ¼ ðQ1;Q3Þ, we get 6-point scheme Q whose csurface is isomorphic to Xx.
So x lies on the closure of H1. Moreover, the star section over the family is
defined by the tritangent planes ð~ll12; ~ll45; ~ll36Þ. In the specialization position, the
linear subspaces S12;S26 and SQ3

coincide; the linear subspaces S36;S13 and SQ2

Figure 1. 6-point schemes giving points in 2A1
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coincide. Note that the 6 lines ~QQ1;
~QQ2;

~QQ3;
~ll45; ~ll14 and ~ll15 contain the A2 sin-

gularity. It is clear that the section of star points gives a specialization to the
intersection of ~QQ2;

~QQ3 and ~ll45, which is the A2 singularity. r

Remark 2.3. In [13], p. 82, there is a list of all star points on semi-stable
cubic surfaces. Moreover, there is a definition of proper star point, which is the
specialization position of some section of star points on non-singular cubic sur-
faces. In fact, all star points on semi-stable cubic surfaces are proper star points
([13], 3.4.10).

Consider the set K1 consisting of all 6-point schemes P where cðPÞ ¼
P6

i¼1 Pi

such that P is contained in an irreducible conic and l12 V l34 V l56 ¼ fOg (Figure
3).

Figure 3. 6-point schemes of K1

Let D1 be the subset of P19 consisting of all points corresponding to the
cubic surfaces, each of them is isomorphic to the csurface of an element in K1.
It is clear that D1 HA1. We see that D1 is contained in the closure of H1 also.
For this, let x A D1. The corresponding surface Xx is isomorphic to the csurface
of some 6-point scheme P A K . Let cðPÞ ¼

P6
i¼1 Pi. Fix P1; . . . ;P5 and let P6

Figure 2. 6-point schemes giving points in A2
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move on the line P5O. This defines a family of 6-point schemes whose csurfaces
are isomorphic to non-singular cubic surfaces with at least one star point. When
P6 is contained in the conic defined by P1; . . . ;P5, we get P. This implies that
x lies on the closure of H1. Moreover, we prove that:

Lemma 2.4. The subset D1 is irreducible in ðP19Þss.

Proof. Let x A D1. Since D1 HA1, by choosing coordinates, we can as-
sume that x is given by

F ¼ x3ðx2
1 � x0x2Þ þ f3;ð1Þ

where

f3 ¼ a0x
3
0 þ a1x

2
0x1 þ a2x0x

2
1 þ a3x

3
1 þ a4x

2
1x2 þ a5x1x

2
2 þ a6x

2
2 ;

such that the scheme VP2ðx2
1 � x0x2; f3Þ consists of 6 distinct points (see [4], pp.

247–248). Furthermore, there exists a numbering of 6 points P1; . . . ;P6 of
VP2ðx2

1 � x0x2; f3Þ such that l12 V l34 V l56 0j (Figure 3).
The 6 points of VP2ðx2

1 � x0x2; f3Þ are determined by the solutions of the
equation

a0y
6 þ a1y

5cþ a2y
4c2 þ a3y

3c3 þ a4y
2c4 þ a5yc

5 þ a6c
6 ¼ 0:ð2Þ

Let T be the projective space parameterizing all homogeneous polynomials of
degree 6 in two variables.

Consider the morphism

ðP1Þ6 ! T

ða1 : b1; � � � ; a6 : b6Þ 7!
Y6

i¼1

ðbiy� aicÞ:

Each solution ðyi : ciÞ of (2) corresponds to a point Pi ¼ ðy2
i : yici : c

2
i Þ for

1a ia 6 which is contained in the conic VP2ðx2
1 � x0x2Þ. We see that, the set of

all elements of ðP1Þ6 � D such that l12 V l34 V l56 0j is irreducible. This implies
that the subset D 0

1 HP19 which consists of all elements corresponding to poly-
nomials of the form (1) and satisfying the above condition is irreducible. We see
that D1 is the image of the morphism j : PGLð4Þ �D 0

1 ! P19 which is induced
from the action of PGLð4Þ on P19. So the set D1 is irreducible. r

Theorem 2.5. DH1 ¼ D1 U 2A1 UA2.

Proof. It is clear that the sets D1; 2A1 and A2 are irreducible components
of DH1. Conversely, let x be the generic point of an irreducible component W
of DH1. Suppose that W 0 2A1 and W 0A2. Since dim W ¼ 17, we have
x A A1. So the surface Xx is isomorphic to the csurface of a 6-point scheme
P such that cðPÞ ¼

P6
i¼1 Pi where 6 distinct points P1; . . . ;P6 are contained in
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an irreducible conic. Note that Xx has exactly 21 lines (see [4], p. 249). The
21 lines of Xx are ~PPi and ~llij for 1a i < ja 6. Note that any singular point of
type A1 is not a star point (see [13], p. 82). Therefore, the star point of Xx is

determined by a triple of the form ð~llij ; ~llhk; ~llmnÞ. This implies that the 6 points
P1; . . . ;P6 satisfy lij V lhk V lmn 0j. This means that x A D1 and W ¼ D1. r

Recall that f : ðP19Þss ! M is the quotient space with respect to the action
of PGLð4Þ on P19.

Corollary 2.6. fðDH1Þ ¼ fðD1ÞU fð2A1Þ. Moreover, the components
fðD1Þ and fð2A1Þ contain the singleton s.

Proof. Since f : ðP19Þss ! M is a good quotient (see [11], 2.13 or [13],

3.2.8), the sets fðD1Þ and fð2A1Þ are closed. Moreover, since 2A2 H 2A1, we
have s A fð2A1Þ. The first conclusion follows from the theorem.

Let P A K . By definition, we have cðPÞ ¼
P6

i¼1 Pi where 6 points P1; . . . ;P6

are contained in an irreducible conic and l12 V l34 V l56 ¼ fOg. Consider the qua-
dratic transformation j with respect to P1;P3 and P5, we see that the 6-point
scheme jðPÞ consists of 6 distinct points Q1; . . . ;Q6 such that Q2;Q4;Q6 are
collinear and Q1Q2 VQ3Q4 VQ5Q6 ¼ fjðOÞg (Figure 4). The 6-point scheme
jðPÞ corresponds to a csurface in D1 (see [12], 3.3.10).

Figure 4. 6-point schemes giving points in D1

Consider a family in D1 given by fixing 5 points Q2; . . . ;Q6 and moving Q1

on the line Q2jðOÞ, where jðOÞ ¼ Q3Q4 VQ5Q6. When Q1 coincides with the
intersection point of Q2jðOÞ and Q3Q5, we get a 6-point scheme whose csurface
is isomorphic to a surface with exactly one A2 singularity. This implies that
s A fðD1Þ. r

3. On the boundaries of H
ð2Þ
2 and H

ð3Þ
2

Recall that H2 is the subset of P19 � D corresponding to non-singular cubic
surfaces with at least two star points. The space H2 is of codimension 2 and has
two irreducible components H

ð2Þ
2 and H

ð3Þ
2 . The subset H

ð2Þ
2 parametrizes non-
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singular cubic surfaces containing two star triples with one line in common. The
subset H

ð3Þ
2 parametrizes non-singular cubic surfaces containing two star triples

with no line in common; these surfaces have at least 3 star points, which are
collinear (see [12], p. 289 or [13], 2.3.1).

3.1. On the boundary of H
ð3Þ
2

Proposition 3.1. The set 3A1 is contained in the closure of H
ð3Þ
2 . Con-

sequently, the set 3A1 is an irreducible component of DH
ð3Þ
2 .

Proof. Let x A 3A1. The corresponding surface Xx can be considered as
the csurface of a 6-point scheme Q consisting of 6 distinct points Q1; . . . ;Q6 such
that Q1;Q3;Q6 as well as Q3;Q5;Q2 and Q4;Q5;Q6 are collinear; moreover
Q1 B Q2Q4 (Figure 5). See [13], p. 74 for other configurations of 3A1.

Figure 5. 6-point schemes giving points in 3A1

Consider a family of 6-point schemes P ¼
P6

i¼1 Pi where Pi ¼ Qi for i A
f2; 3; 4; 6g and P1;P5 move on the line Q1Q5 in such a way that P1Q3 VQ4P5 V
Q2Q6 0j. Except for a finite number of positions, each pair ðP1;P5Þ gives a
6-point scheme such that its csurface is isomorphic to a cubic surface in H

ð3Þ
2 .

This gives a family in H
ð3Þ
2 . The three star points are given by ð~ll15; ~ll23; ~ll46Þ,

ð~ll13; ~ll45; ~ll26Þ and ð~ll34; ~ll16; ~ll25Þ. When P1 ¼ Q1 then P5 ¼ Q5. This implies that

x A DH
ð3Þ
2 . r

Definition. Let K0 be the subset of ðP2Þ4 consisting of 4-tuple ðP1;P2;P3;
P4Þ in general position. Let

K1 ¼ fðP1;P2;P3;P4;P5Þ A ðP2Þ5 j ðP1;P2;P3;P4Þ A K0;P5 A l12;P5 B l34;

P5 0Pi; Ei ¼ 1; 2g;

B
ð3Þ
2 ¼ fðP1;P2;P3;P4;P5;P6Þ A ðP2Þ6 j ðP1;P2;P3;P4;P5Þ A K1;

l16 V l24 V l35 0j; l14 V l23 V l56 0jg ðFigure 6Þ:
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Figure 6. 6-point schemes giving points in D
ð3Þ
2

Let D
ð3Þ
2 be the subset of P19 consisting of all points such that each cor-

responding cubic surface is isomorphic to the csurface of a 6-point scheme deter-
mined by some 6-tuple in B

ð3Þ
2 . It is easy to see that D

ð3Þ
2 HA1.

Proposition 3.2. The closure of D
ð3Þ
2 is an irreducible component of DH

ð3Þ
2 .

Proof. First of all, we prove that D
ð3Þ
2 is irreducible. The set K0 is an open

subset of ðP2Þ4 so it is irreducible. Each fiber of the projection p : K1 ! K0 is
isomorphic to an open set of P1. This implies that K1 is irreducible. Since K1

is isomorphic to B
ð3Þ
2 , the set B

ð3Þ
2 is irreducible.

Let

L ¼ fðP;F1;F2;F3;F4Þ jP A B
ð3Þ
2 ;Fi for 1a ia 4 is a cubic form in LPg;

U ¼ fðP;F1;F2;F3;F4Þ A L j fF1;F2;F3;F4g is a basis of LPg:
Consider the following diagram:

U K��!
open

L K��!closed
B
ð3Þ
2 � ðP9Þ4

�������!
???yg

�������! p

B
ð3Þ
2

where p is the projection. The map g is surjective and every fiber is isomorphic
to ðP3Þ4. So L is irreducible. This implies that U is irreducible.

Let D1 be the subset of B
ð3Þ
2 � P19 consisting of all pairs ðP; xÞ where the

cubic surface corresponding to x is isomorphic to the csurface of the 6-point
scheme determined by P. Given ðP;F1;F2;F3;F4Þ A U , the closure of the ra-
tional map from P2 to P3 defined by the basis fF1;F2;F3;F4g is a cubic surface
in P3. We have a morphism t : U ! D1 which is surjective. This implies that
D1 is irreducible. The projection D1 ! D

ð3Þ
2 is surjective. Consequently D

ð3Þ
2 is

irreducible.
Let x A D

ð3Þ
2 . The corresponding surface Xx can be considered as the csur-

face of a 6-point scheme P such that cðPÞ ¼
P6

i¼1 Pi where ðP1; . . . ;P6Þ A B
ð3Þ
2 .
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Fix P1;P2;P6;P4 and let P3;P5 move on the lines l23; l56, respectively in such
a way that l16 V l24 V l35 0j. We obtain a family in H

ð3Þ
2 such that x is a

specialization position. In this family, the three star points are given by

ð~ll14; ~ll23; ~ll56Þ, ð~ll16; ~ll24; ~ll35Þ and ð~ll26; ~ll45; ~ll13Þ. Moreover, we see that when P5 ¼ P6

then P3 moves to the intersection point of l16 and l23. This gives a 6-point
scheme whose csurface is isomorphic to a cubic surface with exactly one A2

singularity (Figure 2, (a)). r

Lemma 3.3. Let x be the generic point of an irreducible component of DH
ð3Þ
2 .

Then x B 2A1.

Proof. Suppose that x A 2A1. Let S1;S2;S3 be the three star points of Xx.
By choosing coordinates, we can assume that the corresponding cubic surface Xx

is isomorphic to the csurface of a 6-point scheme Q such that cðQÞ ¼
P6

i¼1 Qi

where Q6;Q2;Q3 as well as Q6;Q4;Q5 are collinear, and no 3 of the five points
Q1; . . . ;Q5 are collinear (see Figure 1). The line ~QQ6 contains the two singular

points and has multiplicity 4. The line ~ll16 intersects ~QQ6 but does not contain any
singular point. Note that the 9 lines of the 3 star triples of a non-singular cubic
surface in H

ð3Þ
2 are mutually di¤erent. Since the line ~ll16 has multiplicity 1, the

line ~ll16 does not contain all S1;S2;S3. Thus there exists a star triple whose lines
are di¤erent from ~ll16. But from the configuration of lines and tritangent planes
together their multiplicities (see [6], Articles 35–201 or [13], pp. 71–72), we see
that there does not exist a such star triple. r

Theorem 3.4. Let f : ðP19Þss ! M be the quotient space with respect to the

action of PGLð4Þ on P19. Then fðDHð3Þ
2 Þ ¼ fðDð3Þ

2 ÞU fð3A1Þ. Moreover, the

components fðDð3Þ
2 Þ and fð3A1Þ contain the singleton s.

Proof. By the end of the proof of Proposition 3.2, we see that the boundary
of D

ð3Þ
2 contains a point of A2. So s A fðD3

2Þ. Since 3A2 H 3A1, we have

s A fð3A1Þ.
Let x be the generic point of an irreducible component W of fðDHð3Þ

2 Þ.
Suppose that W 0 fð3A1Þ. From the previous lemma, we see that x B 2A1.
Therefore x A A1. By choosing coordinates, we can assume that the surface Xx

is isomorphic to the csurface of a 6-point scheme P where cðPÞ ¼
P6

i¼1 Pi such
that the 6 points P1; . . . ;P6 are contained in an irreducible conic. Since the
singular point of Xx is not a star point, the 3 star points of Xx are determined by

3 triples ð~llij ; ~llmn; ~llkhÞ, ð~llim; ~lljk; ~llnhÞ and ð~llmk; ~llih; ~lljnÞ, where fi; j;m; n; h; kg ¼ f1; 2; 3;
4; 5; 6g. This implies that the 6 points P1; . . . ;P6 in P2 satisfy the corresponding
conditions, namely lij V lmn V lkh 0j, lim V ljk V lnh 0j and lmk V lih V ljn 0j. Con-
sider the quadratic transformation with respect to Pi;Pn;Pk ([13], 3.3.10), we see
that the image of P is a 6-point scheme Q where cðQÞ ¼

P6
i¼1 Qi such that 6

points Q1; . . . ;Q6, up to a permutation of 6 letters, form an element of B
ð3Þ
2 .

This implies that W ¼ fðDð3Þ
2 Þ. r
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3.2. On the boundary of H
ð2Þ
2

Definition. Let

B
ð2Þ
2 ¼ fðP1; . . . ;P5;OÞ A ðP2Þ6 jP1;P2;P3;P4;P5 are in general position;

l24 V l35 ¼ fOg; the conic determined by P1; . . . ;P5 is tangent

to P1O at P1g ðFigure 7 ðaÞÞ:

Note that each element in B
ð2Þ
2 defines uniquely a 6-point scheme P such that

cðPÞ ¼ 2P1 þ
P5

i¼2 Pi, where the direction at the double point 2P1 is determined

by P1O. Moreover, the csurface of P has exactly two A1 singularities ([13], pp.
71–72). Let D

ð2Þ
2 be the subset of P19 consisting of all points such that each

corresponding cubic surface is isomorphic to the csurface of a 6-point scheme
determined by some element of B

ð2Þ
2 . Then D

ð2Þ
2 H 2A1.

Let

C
ð2Þ
2 ¼ fðP1; . . . ;P6Þ A ðP2Þ6 jPi 0Pj Ei0 j; l12 V l34 V l56 0j; l14 V l23 V l56 0j;

P1;P2;P3;P4;P5;P6 are contained in an irreducible conicg

(Figure 7 (b)).

Let E
ð2Þ
2 be the subset of P19 consisting of all points such that each cor-

responding cubic surface is isomorphic to the csurface of a 6-point scheme
determined by some 6-tuple in C

ð2Þ
2 . Then E

ð2Þ
2 HA1.

Figure 7. 6-point schemes of B
ð2Þ
2 and C

ð2Þ
2 , respectively

Proposition 3.5. The closures of D
ð2Þ
2 and E

ð2Þ
2 are irreducible components of

DH
ð2Þ
2 .

Proof. Let P5 be the projective space parameterizing the non-zero quadratic
forms in three variables. Let
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K0 ¼ fðP1;P2;P3;P4Þ A ðP2Þ4 jP1;P2;P3;P4 are in general positiong;

K1 ¼ fðP1;P2;P3;P4;O;CÞ A ðP2Þ5 � P5 j ðP1;P2;P3;P4Þ A K0;O A l24;

O B fP2;P4g;O B l13; C is the conic containing P1;P2;P3;P4 and

tangent to P1O at P1g;

K2 ¼ fðP1;P2;P3;P4;P5;O;CÞ A ðP2Þ6 � P5 j ðP1;P2;P3;P4;O;CÞ A K1;

P5 A CVP3Og:

It is clear that the set K0 is irreducible. Every fiber of the projection
p1 : K1 ! K0 is isomorphic to an open set of P1. This implies that K1 is irre-
ducible. The projections K2 ! K1 and K2 ! B

ð2Þ
2 are isomorphisms. Therefore

B
ð2Þ
2 is irreducible.

Similarly, we prove that C
ð2Þ
2 is irreducible.

By a similar argument as used in the proof of (3.2), we see that D
ð2Þ
2 and E

ð2Þ
2

are irreducible.
Suppose x A D

ð2Þ
2 . The corresponding surface Xx is isomorphic to the csur-

face of a 6-point scheme P0 determined by an element ðP1; . . . ;P5;OÞ A B
ð2Þ
2 .

Consider a family of H
ð2Þ
2 given by 6-point schemes P such that cðPÞ ¼

P6
i¼1 Pi

where P6 is a moving point on the line P1O (Figure 7 (a)). The two star points

are given by ð ~PP1; ~CC6; ~ll16Þ and ð~ll16; ~ll24; ~ll35Þ. This implies that x A DH
ð2Þ
2 .

Let x be an element in E
ð2Þ
2 . The cubic surface Xx corresponding to x

is isomorphic to the csurface of a 6-point scheme P0 determined by a 6-tuple
ðP1; . . . ;P6Þ in C

ð2Þ
2 . Consider a family of H

ð2Þ
2 given by 6-point schemes Q such

that cðQÞ ¼
P6

i¼1 Qi where Qi ¼ Pi for 1a ia 5 and Q6 is a moving point on the

line O1O2 (Figure 7 (b)). The two star points are given by ð~ll12; ~ll34; ~ll56Þ and
ð~ll56; ~ll14; ~ll23Þ. This implies that x A DH

ð2Þ
2 . r

Proposition 3.6. Let x be the generic point of an irreducible component W

of DH
ð2Þ
2 . If x A A1, then W ¼ E

ð2Þ
2 .

Proof. By choosing coordinates, we can assume that the surface Xx is iso-
morphic to the csurface of a 6-point scheme P such that cðPÞ ¼

P6
i¼1 Pi where 6

points P1; . . . ;P6 are contained in an irreducible conic. Since the A1 singularity

is not a star point, the two star points of Xx are defined by triples ð~llij; ~llmn; ~llkhÞ and
ð~llij ; ~llmk; ~llnhÞ where fi; j;m; n; h; kg ¼ f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6g. This implies that the 6 points
P1; . . . ;P6 in P2 satisfy the corresponding conditions, namely lij V lmn V lkh 0j
and lij V lmk V lnh 0j. Up to a permutation of 6 letters, the six points P1; . . . ;P6

define a 6-tuple in C
ð2Þ
2 . This means that x A E

ð2Þ
2 and therefore W ¼ E

ð2Þ
2 .
r

Remark 3.7. How many components does the boundary of H
ð2Þ
2 have? We

do not know. We just know that, if fðDðHð2Þ
2 ÞÞ has another component then it is
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a subset of fð2A2Þ. For this, a cubic surface corresponding to a general point of
fð3A1Þ contains 3 star points and there is no line containing more than one star
point.

4. On the boundaries of H
ð4Þ
4 and H

ð6Þ
4

Definition. Let X be a non-singular cubic surface having two star triples
with no lines in common. It follows that X has a third star triple such that three
corresponding star points are collinear. A such three star triples is called a Star-
Steiner set.

From [12], p. 289 or [13], p. 24, we have H4 ¼ H
ð4Þ
4 UH

ð6Þ
4 UH

ð9Þ
4 where the

irreducible component H
ð6Þ
4 (H

ð4Þ
4 ;H

ð9Þ
4 respectively) parametrizes non-singular

cubic surfaces, each of which possesses a pair ðS;TÞ where S is a Star-Steiner set
and T is another star triple with exactly one line (all three lines, no line respec-
tively) in common with the lines of S.

4.1. On the boundary of H
ð6Þ
4

Proposition 4.1. The set 4A1 is contained in the closure of H
ð6Þ
4 . Con-

sequently, the closure of 4A1 in ðP19Þss is an irreducible component of DH
ð6Þ
4 .

Proof. Let x A 4A1. By choosing coordinates, the corresponding surface
Xx is isomorphic to the csurface of a 6-point scheme Q, where cðQÞ ¼ 2Q1 þ
2Q4 þQ2 þQ5 such that Q1;Q2;Q3;Q4 are in general position and the directions
at Q1 and Q4 contain Q5 (Figure 8, (b)). See [13], p. 96 for another config-
uration for 4A1 (Figure 8, (a)).

Figure 8. 6-point schemes giving points in 4A1

Let C be the conic containing Q1;Q2;Q4 and being tangent to the directions
at Q1 and Q4. Consider a 6-point scheme P such that cðPÞ ¼

P6
i¼1 P6 where

Pi ¼ Qi for i A f1; 2; 4; 5g, two points P3;P6 are contained in C and P1P4 V
P2P5 VP3P6 0j (Figure 9).
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Figure 9. 6-point schemes giving points in H
ð6Þ
4

Let P3 and P6 move on the conic C in such a way that P1P4 VP2P5 V
P3P6 0j. We have a family of cubic surfaces in H

ð6Þ
4 . The 6 star points are

given by ð ~PP1; ~CC5; ~ll15Þ, ð ~PP4; ~CC5; ~ll45Þ, ð~ll14; ~ll25; ~ll36Þ, ð ~CC4; ~PP2; ~ll24Þ, ð ~PP5; ~CC2; ~ll25Þ and

ð ~CC1; ~PP2; ~ll12Þ. When ðP3;P6Þ ¼ ðP1;P4Þ, we get the 6-point scheme Q. This

implies that x A DH
ð6Þ
4 . r

Remark 4.2. We know that four A1 singularities on a cubic surface cor-
responding to a point in 4A1 form a tetrahedron. Each edge of the tetrahedron
contains one star point. Two star points on opposite edges lie on another line of
X , which has multiplicity one. Therefore, the 6 star points of X lie on a hyper-
plane spanned by the three lines of multiplicity 1.

Recall that f : ðP19Þss ! M be the quotient space with respect to the action
of PGLð4Þ on P19.

Theorem 4.3. The set fðDHð6Þ
4 Þ consists of two points, one is the singleton

s and another is the image of 4A1 in M.

Proof. Let K
ð6Þ
4 be the set consisting of all 6-point schemes P in general

position such that cðPÞ ¼
P6

i¼1 P6 where the conic C5 is tangent to l15 and l45

at P1 and P4 respectively; the lines l14; l25 and l36 have one point in common
(Figure 9).

The blowing-up of P2 at P A K
ð6Þ
4 is isomorphic to a non-singular cubic sur-

face in H
ð6Þ
4 . Conversely, for any x A H

ð6Þ
4 , the corresponding cubic surface Xx is

isomorphic to the csurface of some 6-point scheme in K
ð6Þ
4 . Let P A K

ð6Þ
4 . Fix

P1;P2;P4;P5 and let P3;P6 move on the conic C5 in such a way that P3P6

contains the intersection point of l14 and l25. Except for two positions deter-
mined when P3P6 ¼ l25 and P3P6 ¼ l14, the 6 points P1; . . . ;P6 define a 6-point

scheme in K
ð6Þ
4 . This defines a surjective morphism from an open set of P1

to fðHð6Þ
4 Þ. This extends to a surjective morphism x : P1 ! fðHð6Þ

4 Þ. It is clear
that when P3P6 ¼ l14, we get a point t1 A P1 such that xðt1Þ ¼ fð4A1Þ (see (4.1)).
When P3P5 ¼ l25, we get a point t2 A P1. The point xðt2Þ corresponds to the
csurface of a 6-point scheme P0 such that cðP0Þ ¼ 2P2 þ P1 þ P4 þ P3 þ P5 þ P6
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where P2;P3;P5 are collinear. The csurface of 6-point scheme P0 has exactly
one singular point of type A2. Therefore xðt2Þ ¼ s. r

Since H
ð6Þ
4 HH

ð2Þ
2 , we have:

Corollary 4.4. The set fðDHð2Þ
2 Þ contains the singleton s.

4.2. On the boundary of H
ð4Þ
4

Recall that N ¼ PGLð4ÞnðP19Þ s. We know that M ¼ N U fsg. Let

B
ð4Þ
4 ¼ fðP1; . . . ;P6;O1Þ A ðP2Þ6 jP1;P2;P3;P4 are in general position;

l12 V l34 ¼ fO1g;P5 A l13 V l24;P6 A l23 VP5O1g ðFigure 10 ðaÞÞ:
Note that each element in B

ð4Þ
4 defines uniquely a 6-point scheme P such that

cðPÞ ¼
P6

i¼2 Pi. Moreover, the csurface of P is isomorphic to a cubic surface
with exactly three A1 singularities (see [13], pp. 74–75). Let D

ð4Þ
4 be the subset of

P19 consisting of all points such that each corresponding cubic surface is iso-
morphic to the csurface of a 6-point scheme determined by some element in
B
ð4Þ
4 . We see that D

ð4Þ
4 H 3A1.

Let

C
ð4Þ
4 ¼ fðP1; . . . ;P6;O1;O2Þ A ðP2Þ6 jP1;P2;P3;P4 are in general position;

l12 V l34 V l56 ¼ fO1g; l13 V l24 V l56 ¼ fO2g; l12 V l36 V l45 0j;P5 A l23g
(Figure 10 (b)). Each element in C

ð4Þ
4 defines uniquely a 6-point scheme P such

that cðPÞ ¼
P6

i¼1 Pi. Moreover, the csurface of P is isomorphic to a cubic
surface with exactly one A1 singularity. Let E

ð4Þ
4 be the subset of P19 consisting

of all points such that each corresponding cubic surface is isomorphic to the
csurface of a 6-point scheme determined by some element in C

ð4Þ
4 . We see that

E
ð4Þ
4 HA1.

Figure 10. 6-point schemes of B
ð4Þ
4 and C

ð4Þ
4 , respectively

Proposition 4.5. The closures of D
ð4Þ
4 and E

ð4Þ
4 in ðP19Þss are irreducible

components of DH
ð4Þ
4 .
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Proof. Let K0 ¼ fðP1;P2;P3;P4Þ A ðP2Þ4 jP1;P2;P3;P4 are in general posi-

tiong. Consider the projection p : B
ð4Þ
4 ! K0. We see that p is an isomorphism.

So B
ð4Þ
4 is irreducible. Similarly, the projection C

ð4Þ
4 ! K0 is an isomorphism.

So the set C
ð4Þ
4 is irreducible. By a similar argument as used in the proof of

(3.2), we see that D
ð4Þ
4 and E

ð4Þ
4 are irreducible.

Let x A D
ð4Þ
4 . By definition, the surface Xx is isomorphic to the csurface of

a 6-point scheme P determined by an element ðP1; . . . ;P6;O1Þ of B
ð4Þ
4 . Fix 4

points P1;P2;P3;P4. Let l13 V l24 ¼ fO2g. Let Pt
5;P

t
6 move on the line O1O2 in

such a way that l45 V l36 V l12 0j. Except for a finite number of positions of
ðPt

5;P
t
6Þ, the 6 points P1; . . . ;P4;P

t
5;P

t
6 form a 6-point scheme P such that the

csurface of P is isomorphic to a cubic surface in H
ð4Þ
4 ([12], p. 289). The four

star points are given by ð~ll12; ~ll34; ~ll56Þ, ð~ll12; ~ll36; ~ll45Þ, ð~ll13; ~ll24; ~ll56Þ and ð~ll34; ~ll15; ~ll26Þ.
We obtain a family in H

ð4Þ
4 . It is clear that x is a specialization position of this

family.
Similarly, if x A E

ð4Þ
4 , we consider a family defined as above. The point x is

a specialization position which is determined when l23 VO1O2 ¼ fP5g. r

Remark 4.6. It is not clear that if the boundary of H
ð4Þ
4 in M contains the

singleton. However, we can prove the following corollary.

Corollary 4.7. The set fðDHð4Þ
4 ÞVN consists of two points which are the

image of D
ð4Þ
4 and E

ð4Þ
4 .

Proof. See [13], 3.4.24. r
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